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Introduction
-

-

cellular processes Æ a complex network of cellular constituents and reactions
the large-scale structure is essentially unknown
a comparative mathematical analysis of the metabolic networks of the core metabolic network of 43
different organisms
18 of the 43 genomes deposited in the database are not yet fully sequenced

Empirical study indicated that WWW, Internet, Social networks Æ deviate from random structure
Many real networks show scale-free behavior
{ World-Wide Web
{ Internet
{ Ecology network
{ Science collaboration network
{ Movie actor collaboration network
{ Cellular network
{ Phone-call network
{ Network in linguistic
{ Power and neural network
{ Human sexual contacts
{ Protein folding – conformations of a 2D lattice polymer
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Real networks analysis articles
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Methodology
Random network (Erdos and Renyi), Scale-free network
graphical representation of metabolic pathways
nodes Æ substrates, edges Æ metabolic reactions
some substrates can participate in multiple reactions Æ multiple edges
enzymes (the catalytic scaffolds) Æ EC numbers (2.2.1.1, 2.2.1.2 … etc.)

Random
network

Scale-free
network

A portion of E. coli’s metabolic pathway. Each substrate
can be represented as a node of the graph, linked through
temporary educt-educt complexes (black boxes) from which
the products emerge as new nodes (substrates). Some
reactions are reversible while others are irreversible, which is
denoted as simple arrow and double arrow links respectively.

Node degree of connection P(k)
In a random network, the links are randomly connected and most of the nodes have degrees close to
<k>.

The degree distribution P(k) vs. k is a Poission distribution, i.e. P(k ) ≈ e

−<k >

< k >K
, for k <<
k!

<k> and k >> <k>.
In many real life networks, the degree distribution has no well-defined peak but has a power-law
distribution, P(k) ~ k-γ ,where γ is a constant. Such networks are known as scale-free network.
Random network Æ Log[P(k)] vs Log[k] plot has a peak.
Scale-free network Æ Log[P(k)] vs Log[k] plot is a line with negative slope.
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Results
-

compute kin and kout for every substrate

Node degree of connection

-

Fig. 2a,b,c Î substrates participate in multiple reactions are rare for three different species
(Archaeoglobus Fulgidus (archae), E. coli (bacterium), Caenorhabditis elegans (eukaryote))

-

scale-free network Æ P(k)<k -γ, with γin = 2.2, γout = 2.2
Fig. 2d Æ the connectivity distribution averaged over 43 organisms

-

Metabolic networks belong to the class of scale-free networks

-
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Properties of metabolic networks

Constant diameter
Fig. 3b Æ the average path length (diameter) is constant for each of the 43 organisms !!
For non-biological network, network diameter is proportional to total number of nodes Æ d ~ log N
-

Fig. 3c, d Æ

-

individual substrates are increasingly connected to maintain a relatively constant metabolic
network diameter. We find that the average number of reactions in which a certain substrate
participates increases with the number of substrates found within a given organism.
a possible advantage of small mean path lengths stems from the importance of minimizing transition
times between metabolic states in response to environmental changes (Easterby 1986; Schuster and
Heinrich 1987; Cascante et al. 1995). Networks with robustly small average path lengths thus might
adjust more rapidly to environmental change.

-

This is unexpected, and is possible only if with increasing organism complexity
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An unchanged diameter can be maintained through increasing the average connectivity

Inset: Schematic illustration of the changes in the network diameter during growth. In a simple network
containing three nodes (A, B and C) each having 2 links (solid lines), the distance between any two nodes
is equal to 1, thus the diameter of the network is 1. When a new node (D) with two links (BD and CD,
dashed lines) is added to the system, the diameter increases to D=(lAB+l AC+l BC +l BD +l DC +l AD)/6 = 7/6
since l

AD=2

and all other distances are l =1. Adding an extra link (AD, dotted line) will decrease the

diameter, bringing it back to one, while the average connectivity increases from 2 to 3, demonstrating
that an unchanged diameter can be maintained through increasing the average connectivity.

Metabolic networks are robust against random errors
Fig. 3e Æ removal of the most connected substrates the diameter increases rapidly, illustrating
the special role of these metabolites in maintaining a constant metabolic network diameter.
when a randomly chosen M substrates are removed (~8%) – mimicking the consequence of
random mutations of catalyzing enzymes – the average distance between the remaining nodes is
not affected, indicating a striking insensitivity to random errors.
-

Therefore, the evolutionary selection of a robust and error-tolerant architecture may
characterize all cellular networks, for which scale-free topology with a conserved network
diameter appears to provide an optimal structural organization.

Study of highly connected substrates
same substrates act as the hubs in all organisms ? or organism-specific of the most connected
substrates
-

the ranking of the most connected substrates is practically identical for all 43 organisms Æ
generic utilization of the same substrates by each species

-

the standard deviation σr increases with the average rank order <r>, implying that the most
connected substrates have a relatively fixed position in the rank order, but the ranking of less
connected substrates is increasingly species-specific
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Summary of the characteristics of the 43 investigated organisms. For each organism we show the number of
substrate (N), number of links (L), number of individual reactions or temporary substrate-enzyme complexes (R),
number of enzymes (E), the exponent γin and γout and the diameter of the metabolic network (D). In the last
two columns we list the ten substrates with the largest number of incoming (IN) and outgoing (OUT) links.
The letters correspond to: a=H2O, b=ADP, c=orthophosphate, d=ATP, e=L-glutamate, f=NADP+,
+

g=pyrophosphate, h=NAD

, i=NADPH, j=NADH, k=CO2, l=NH4+, m=CoA, n=AMP, o=pyruvate,

p=L-glutamine, q=2-oxoglutarate, r='alpha'-Dglucose1-phosphate, s=phospho`enol`pyruvate, t=acetyl-CoA,
u=H+, v=uridine, w=cytidine, x=UMP, y=CMP, z=glycerol, α=D-fructose 6-phosphate. The color code of the
fields denotes the different domains of life such a magenta = Archae green = Bacterium sky blue =Eukaryote.
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-

Metabolic networks have a history.
How does a network arrive at a power-law degree distribution if it grows?
First and unsurprisingly, it adds nodes to a graph.
Second, it connects this node to previously existing nodes according to a second rule, where already
highly connected nodes are more likely to receive a new connection than nodes of lesser connectivity.
Over many node additions, a power law degree distribution emerges.
Highly connected nodes are old nodes, nodes having been added very early in a network's history.
Are highly connected metabolites old metabolites?

-

Twelve key metabolites in E. coli ranked by degree (“connectivity”)
glutamate (51)
pyruvate (29)
coenzyme A (29)
α-ketoglutarate (27)

Y
Y
Y
?

glutamine (22)

Y

aspartate (20)
acetyl-CoA (17)
phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate (16)
tetrahydrofolate (15)
succinate (14)
3-phosphoglycerate (13)
serine (13)

?
Y
?
?
?
?
?

□ proposed remnants of a surface metabolism or an RNA world
□ proposed early amino acids
□ proposed early metabolites (in the tricarboxylic acid cycle or in glycolysis)
The network was generated after the elimination of the compounds NAD, ATP, and their derivatives.
These are even more highly connected than the compounds shown here. They are also evolutionarily
ancient.
5 out of 12 are found in Table 1
Warning
the chemical reaction networks of planetary atmospheres, networks largely shaped by the
photochemistry of their component substrates
-

chemical reaction networks in these atmospheres, despite being vastly different in chemistry, have
a degree distribution consistent with a power law (Gleiss et al. 2001). This suggests that
power-law distributions may be very general features of chemical reaction networks. The reasons why
we observe them in cellular reaction networks may have nothing to do with the robustness they
may provide
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Exercise

A portion of the metabolic pathway of an unknown organism is depicted above.
(1) the in and out degree of nodes A, B, C, D, F and G, and
(2) the intermediate reactions and path length of the reactions.
Node

kin

kout

Link

Intermediate reactions

Path length

B–D

E1
B ⎯⎯→
D

1

B–F

E2
E1
D ⎯⎯→
F
B ⎯⎯→

2

A
B
C
D
F
G

A–B
A–C
A–F

Determine

